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Introduction
Study ing emotions is a focal
research question in modcrn cultural
psychology. Exp loring different
d imensions and constituent
compo nents of an emotional
experience reveals that
compartm enta lized thinking abo ut
soc io-cultural, cognitive and
affective components of emotions.
wou ld yield incomplete data. as the
experience oran emot ion is holistic.
where different components act
together rather than independently.
Kovccses (2000) discusses the
content of an emot ional experience
as scenarios, wh ich includes, in
add ition to the psychological, the
soc ia l. cognitive (espec ially
linguistic configurations). and bio-
physiological d imensions.
Understanding emotional
experiences as ' scenarios' allows the
researcher a way to break through
the constra ints imposed by the
debate berween ' universals ' and
' socia l Icuhural /indi vidual
constructionistic specificity' of
emotional exper iences. as the focus
is not limited to different
compo nents of an emotional
experience as much as to the holistic
picture of the total experience.

Metaphor is one of the most
effective ways to understand
emotional experience as scenarios,
as a metaphor captures and conveys
the larger picture much better than
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literal emotion labels. It carries
many possibilities of interpretation,
which facilitates the communication
of de scriptive and subj ective
mean ings. Moreo ver, even though
only few people could clea rly
articulate abstract emotional
ex periences -using litera l words, a
great deal of ordinary people could
think. and understand emotions
expressed through figurat ive
language or 'conventional metaphor'
(White. 1990).

O bjectives
The current study specifica lly aims
to exp lore and develop a functional
analysis of the role of metaphor in
the construction and expression of
emotional experiences. It aims to
look into the dimensions of an
emotional experience that is
captured through a metaphor, and
the reasons beh ind pccples choice
of metaphor in place of technical
emotional labels for expression of
emotions. The specific research
questions arc.
o Why do people use metaphor?
o What is captured in the

metaphor of an emoti on?

Methodology
The current study is a pilot study of
a research projc..c t that will focus on
the ro le of metaphor in human
emot iona l experiences from a
broader and more comprehensive
perspective . The data for the current
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( 1995). Research
in anthropology;

and quantitat ive

pilot study was selected from purely
literature-based resources.
'Karumakkarayo: by Gunadasa
Amarascka ra, ' Itt Pahan ' by
Sumithra Rahubadda. and 'Hathuru
/lUhak' by Karunasena Jayalath
,...ere se lected as the sources of data
for the current study. afte r
consultation ,v ith academi cs in
Sinhala literature. Data analysis was
done in a qualitative manner,
accordi ng to the primary princip les
of the 'Cultural Domain Analysis'
( Bema rd. 1995).

Res ult s
The study shows that metaphors
connect a sensation and fee ling state
with a material reality . The use of
metaphor often refe rred to an
emotion as a process. rather than a
thinK indicated by a static labe l. A
third factor is how emot ions are
conceptual ized as something that
happens to the ex periencing subject:
the meta phor indicates that the
emotio n is inside the person. a
proce ss that happens 10 the person.

Discussion
It is important to recognize the
fac ilitative role played by metaphor
in emot ion language: metaphor
serves the expression of emotional
experiences by prov iding an
accepted and effec tive sel of
linguistic tools. With emotions that
lack cxpressive word s, descrip tive
emo tion expressions face thc
challenge of describing an abstract
rea lity consisted of fee lings.
Metaphors connect the feeling stale
of the emotiona l experience with a
sensation-based. material rea lity that
is easi ly unde rstood by any average
person. The narrat ive dep icted by
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the metaphor creates a process
oriented scenario of a given
emotion; such contcxtualizing serves
in developing a narrative around the
emotional experience, which ground
the emotion in both subjective and
objective contexts. Moreover.
emotion narra tives significantly
fac ilitate the decomposing and
comprehe nsion of the psychologica l
expe rience of emotion.

Conclusion
The paper exp lores the role of
metaphor in the cognition and
expression of emotiona l
experiences; the study is grounded
in a framework of soe ial and cultural
domains. As Edwards (1997) puts it.
"(emotion categories) are di scursive
phenomena and need to be studied
as such. as part of how ta lk perform s
socia l act ions" (p . IS?). However. it
is important to recognize that
cultura l differences in emotion
language do not represent a 'rad ica l
otherness' of cu ltural fo rms of
language. On the contrary. the
differences and similar ities between
cultural forms of emotion language
often stem from common schematic
frameworks that arc shared by
d ifferent cultures. Further research is
compulsory for a better
comprehension of the soc io-c ultural
dimension of emotion language.
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